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Professional Organization 

There is no separate organization for consulting 
actuaries in Canada, nor any separate division of  the 
Canadian Institute of Actuaries for consultants. Hence 
of the 1,116 Fellows of  the Canadian Institute of  
Actuaries (75% to 80% of whom are Canadian residents), 
it is impossible to state precisely how many are consult- 
ants, although an approximation could be determined by 
an inspection of the membership roster. It is believed that 
approximately 25% to 30% of Canadian actuaries are 
consultants. 

A recent report of the Planning Committee of the 
Institute, on which consulting actuaries were well re- 
presented (The Chairman was a consultant) concluded 

I that the Institute served the needs of consulting actuaries 
quite well, and that there was no need for a separate 
organization, either inside or  outside the Institute. Con- 
sultants have been well represented o n  the Executive 
and Council of the Institute, two having been president 
since its founding in 1965, and one of the current vice- 
presidents is a consultant. Nevertheless, the Planning 
Committee thought it desirable that steps be taken to  
ensure that  there always be one vice-president who was 
a consulting actuary. To  accomplish this, they re- 
commended, and the by-laws of the Institute are being 
amended, to increase the number of  vice-presidents 
from two to four and their term of office from one to 
two years. The Planning Committee believed that this 
change by itself would be sufficient to  achieve the result 
desired, providing the Nominating Committee could 
persuade a consulting actuary to stand for election 
(this has not  been a problem in the past). Consequently 
the by-laws do not provide that one vice-president must 
be a consultant. 

As the activities of the Institute have increased, 
the position of president has required a greater time 
commitment, and this may make it difficult for con- 
sultants t o  serve except those with the largest firms or 
who are approaching retirement. 

Actuaries in Canada are fortunate that their position 
is well established by law. All essential reports and certi- 
ficates, both with respect to life insurance companies 
and pension plans, whether required by the Department 
of Insurance, Revenue Canada, or provincial pension 
authorities must be signed by a 17ellow of the Canadian 
Institute of  Actuaries. 

i The Institute recently established a Pension Valuation 
Review Committee "for the counselling of  members and 
government bodies about pension valuation problems". 
The Committee consists of senior pension actuaries. While 
obviously the work of  the committee can get little 
publicity, it regards its actions to  date as being highly 
successful, and has led to  improved relationships between 
supervisory authorities and the profession. 

Professional Issues 

There has been a lively debate among consultants 
as to what constitutes an acceptable method of valuing 
pension plans. This resulted from a draft "Recommend- 
ations for the Valuation of  Pension Plans" prepared by 
the Private Pensions Committee of  the Institute. The 
February 1979 draft suggested that as a minimum - 

(a) "the actuarial liability is not  less than the 
actuarial value of benefits accrued to  the 
valuation date, without making allowance for 
future changes in levels of  salary ....... except 
in the  case of a plan where there is a formal 
commitment for changes in benefit (resulting 
from) changes in ............... economic factors 
after the termination date of  the  plan" 

(b) "the current service contribution is always 
sufficient ............ t o  maintain the minimum 
standard. In the case of a plan providing be- 
nefits related to  earnings near retirement, 
the current service contribution naturally 
must take into account salary ................ 
projections at  least up to the next valuation 
date." 

Many actuaries felt that this was not a sufficient 
minimum. 

There was a court case in Quebec contesting t h e .  
right of  the Quebec Pension Board to  reject a valuation 
on the standards just described. Actuaries testified o n  
both sides. The Court found that the Quebec Pension 
Board did not have the right to make retroactive a change 
in its funding requirements. Consequently it did not  
need to  rule on  the actuarial questions. No appeal has 
yet been filed. Presumably the Board will press for an 
amendment to  the Supplemental Pension Plans Act. 

As a result of opposition to  the draft standards, the 
Council of the  Institute requested a re-drafting. A new 
draft appeared in October, 1979, that was completely 
silent as to  what constitutes an acceptable minimum 
funding standard. This draft is also opposed by many o f  
those actuaries who found the earlier version unaccept- 
able, and a special meeting of the Institute is to be held 
in February, 1980, in a further revision of the draft 
standards. 

In British Columbia there was a Canadian first. 
A consulting actuary, his company and the life insurance 
company of which the consulting firm was a wholly 
owned subsidiary were successfully sued by a client 
on the grounds of inaccurate advice, errors in calcula- 
tion, and a change of actuarial methods without dis- 
closure to  a client. Again actuaries testified on both 
sides. The Court awarded damages of  $295,000 plus 
costs. As yet, no  appeal has been filed. 

Government Activity 

There has been no  significant legislation since 1978 
except in Quebec where certain disclosure legislation has 
been enacted. Some of this is eminently sensible, but  in 
certain cases the rationale for disclosing certain informa- 
tion appears incomprehensible. The disclosureonly applies 
to Quebec residents. 

A number of government committees or commissions 
have brought ou t  reports, or are expected to shortly. 
These included Cofirentes in Quebec, the Senate Commit- 
tee on Retirement Age Policies (the T r o l l  Committee"), 
the Economic Council of  Canada, the Lazar Committee 
of the Federal Government, and the Ontario Royal 
Commission o n  the Status of  Pensions in Ontario (the 
"Haley Commission"). The reports of the first three 
have been released. The last of these is expected to  be 
the most important, but  it has not yet published its 



report. Until the Haley Commission brings in its 
report, it is probably premature to speculate as to 
the thrust of  further government action. The reports 
that  have been released generally recommend an ex- 
pansion of and increase in social security benefits, 
the abolition of mandatory retirement, and more 
indexing. 

Inflation 

Continuing high inflation rates in Canada have 
created problems for pensioners. However high interest 
rates and an exceptionally strong stock market (the 
Toronto Stock Exchange Index at December 31,  1979, 
was 1813.17 compared with 1059.59 at  December 31, 
1977) has meant  that pension funds have not  had the 
experience deficiencies that developed when inflation 
was high and investment results poor. Many have even 
eliminated former experience deficiencies. Many plans 
have been able either t o  absorb the increases in lia- 
bilities created b y  inflation in final average salary plans 
or  to improve benefits in career average earnings plans 
without increasing contribution rates. Many plans have 
also given ad hoc increases to pensioners when there 
was no  commitment to d o  so. 

Social Security Benefits 

Both benefits in course of payment under all pro- 
grammes and covered earnings under the contributory 
plans are indexed and keep u p  with inflation. There has 
been n o  expansion o r  increase in benefits other than these 
automatic increases, although as mentioned earlier there 
are advocates of  such expansions. 

The day is rapidly approaching, 1984 or 1985, 
when benefits under the CanadaIQuebec Pension Plans 
will exceed the present modest contributions. The pro- 
phets of doom grow concerned about the impending 
"bankruptcy", ignoring that this has been predicted in all 
the actuarial reports prepared by the Chief Actuary of the 
Department of  Insurance since before the inception of the 
plans, and there is remarkable consistency as to the date 
in all the reports. Finally, it was always intended that the 
plans operate pretty much o n  a "pay-as-you-go" basis. 
Certainly increases in contribution rates will be required 
in the  near future, but  whether these will be made more 
palatable by an increase in benefits is a political decision 
as to which there are presently no indications. 

It is somewhat ironical that similar concern has not 
been expressed about the Old Age Security Pension, 
which at  present paysout  more in benefits than the C/QPP, 
is completely unfunded, has no  identified contributions, 
and has never had any projections as to  future costs, as 
are required by statute for the C/QPP. 

There have been problems with medicare plans in 
certain provinces, particularly Ontario, where doctors 
have not  accepted the allowance from the government as 
full payment for their services, and bill their patients for 
additional amounts. I t  is illegal t o  provide insurance 
against this "extra-billing". The wrath of  the left is, of 
course, focussed on the doctors whom they regard as 
overpaid already. There is a conern about doctors emi- 
grating to the  United States. 

Indexing 
The only substantial number of  pension plans with 

automatic indexing geared to inflation are those for 
public servants. There is some indication that govern- 
ments are finally realizing the cost of this, but bills 
to amend the federal civil service plan to reduce index- 
ing were not passed before the two most recent dis- 
solutions of  parliament. Any change in the indexing 
provision is, naturally, violently opposed by the civil 
service unions. 

Financial Reporting and Accounting 
A report by the Canadian Institute of Chartered 

Accountants on accounting for pension costs was re- 
leased in 1979. While actuaries may not completely agree 
with it,  it has not provoked any substantial disagreement. 

The Canadian Institute of Actuaries has adopted 
a set of guidelines for the valuation actuaries of insur- 
ance companies. 

Other 

Relatively few consulting actuaries work in the 
life insurance field. Compared to, say, the United States, 
the companies are relatively few in number and larger in 
size. This, coupled with a good actuarial education 
available at  many universities, enables most companies 
to have their own actuaries and dispense with using 
consulting actuaries. 

Consulting actuaries are becoming more interested 
in the self-insurance of disability income and other 
health insurance benefits. Larger corporations are con- 
sidering self-insurance more seriously and insurance 
companies are offering what are called "administration 
services only" contracts which provide for claim assess- 
ment and payment, etc., but  little or no insurance. In 
these cases the consulting actuary is responsible for 
determining contributions and reserves. 

Some items mentioned in previous reports have 
not been mentioned in this one, primarily because there 
have been no  significant developments since the last 
report. 

Conclusion 
Consulting actuaries in Canada have been primarily 

concerned with pension plans, and it appears that this 
will continue to be the main thrust of their activity. 
There is n o  doubt  that there will be future government 
activity as well and it is to be hoped consulting actuaries 
can affect the course of legislation positively, and not 
just be affected by it. Consulting actuarial firms, though 
to  a lesser extent the actuaries in their firms, have been 
diversifying into all aspects of employee benefits, in- 
cluding communications, compensation, human rights 
("affirmative action") programmes, investment measure- 
ment, investment manager assessment etc., and it is 
safe to expect that many actuaries will be moving into 
non-traditional fields which can benefit from the appli- 
cation of actuarial discipline. 



STATISTICAL APPENDIX 

The following figures (all taken from the Bank of  Canada affect actuarial assumptions. In some cases figures for 
Review) give some indiciation of economic indicators that  1979 are approximate, o r  are no t  at  t h e  year end. 

Dec. 28,1977 

7.50% 
7.36% 

8.32% 
8.77% 
9.71% 
8.25% 
8.80% 

Dee. 30, 1977 

1059.6 
4.73% 
8.24 

1977 

8.1% 

December 1977 

167.2 
191.5 
158.8 

1977 

7.7 
7.0 

December 1977 

$ 6.63 
$ 10.09 

258.85 
276.38 

December 1977 

1.0972 
2.0342 

S286 

Interest Dec. 27, 1978 

10.75% 
10.71% 

Nov. 28,1979 

14.00% 
13.49% 

Bank Rate 
6 mth. Treasury Bills 
Government of Canada Bonds 

5-10 years 
10 year and up 

MacLeod Young Weir Index Industrials 
Bank Lending Rate - Prime Loans 
Conventional Mortgages 

Equities Dec. 29, 1978 Dec. 31,  1979 

Toronto Stock Exchange ' 
Composite Index 1813.2 

4.1 3% (Nov.) 
8.22 (Nov.) 

Stock Dividend Yields 
PriceIEarning Ratio 

Unemployment Rates 
(not seasonally adjusted) 

Prices December 1978 October 1979 

Consumer Price Index 
All items 
Food 
Total (excluding food) 

Income 

Wage Settlements - increase 
Total excluding construction 
Manufacturing 

December 1978 October 1979 

Average Hourly Earnings 
Manufacturing 
Construction 

Average Weekly Earnings 
Industrial Composite 
Manufacturing 

Exchange Rates December 1978 October 1979 

Canadian Dollars per Unit 
U.S. 
Sterling 
Swiss francs 


